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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
This report presents the findings of a Level II water storage tank study for the Town of
Buffalo. The study develops a preferred alternative for expanding the Town’s current
water storage capacity. The study was conducted for the Town of Buffalo under
direction and funding of the Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) by
States West Water Resources Corporation in association with Western Ecosystems
Technologies, Inc.
EXISTING WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM
The Towns’ treated water supply consists of water diverted from Clear Creek which is
treated by a water treatment facility. The design capacity of the water treatment plant
was 4.0 MGD. The back washing requirements of the water treatment process reduces
the output capacity of the water treatment plant to a maximum of 3.5 MGD.
The Town of Buffalo has two water storage tanks. The first tank, located west of town
near the water treatment plant, as shown on Figure 1, Existing System, has a capacity of
approximately 600,000 gallons. This tank is used as a storage tank and a chlorine contact
chamber to develop the required contact time. The second tank is located south of town,
as shown on Figure 1, Existing System, and has an approximate capacity of 750,000
gallons. The total capacity of the two tanks is 1.35 million gallons (MG) although not all
storage is actually usable due to the need for chlorine contact time.
The two tanks are in generally good condition; however, stagnation in the south tank was
a problem. Modifications were made to the south tank in 2000 to increase circulation
during periods of low water usage. Flow to this tank is controlled manually by
adjustments to a pressure reducing valve (PRV) on the supply line to the tank. The
adjustments are made by the water treatment operators, utilizing their SCADA system
and are based on experience and visual observations of the tank levels.
PURPOSE OF STUDY
In recent past years, the Town has experienced difficulty in meeting peak daily demands
without depleting the existing storage. In addition, the Town has experienced difficulties
maintaining pressures and adequate fire flows in the north portions of Town. New
development in the north portion of Town has been served only with pump stations
without adequate fire protection. The logical future growth of the Town is in this area.
The need for additional storage in the northwest portion of Town has become evident.
The purpose of this Level II study was to develop conceptual designs and cost estimates
for the Town’s water storage needs.
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I. LEVEL II INVESTIGATION

I. LEVEL II INVESTIGATION
The first task of the study was to finalize the scope for the investigation. A public
meeting was conducted in Buffalo to solicit input. In this scoping meeting, it was
determined that the preferred tank type is a buried concrete tank. It was the Town’s
desire that the tank provide service and storage to the areas west and north of town,
where a majority of future development is anticipated.
The major components of the Level II investigation were to evaluate the current and
future water needs of the Town, and determine the need for additional storage for the
Town.
Tank sites were evaluated to find a location to meet the elevation and size requirements
for a buried concrete tank. Computer modeling of the Town’s water distribution system
was performed to determine the system improvements required to meet future demands
of the Town. Population and water demand projections were developed for a 20 year
design period to determine the future demands.
Using the computer modeling, storage requirements were established and a tank size was
developed to meet these requirements. Transmission pipeline routes and sizes were
established to adequately incorporate the proposed tank into the existing distribution
system.
The results of these tasks were used to develop a conceptual design and cost estimate to
provide the Town with a tool to obtain funding for the construction of the proposed
project. An economic analysis was performed to determine funding sources and the
preferred funding scenario.
The following details these tasks and presents the findings of the Level II Investigation.
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A. EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL STORAGE TANK SITES
Elevation criteria, anticipated development location, and land acquisition requirements
were evaluated to determine the preferred tank location. The Town indicated a strong
preference for a buried concrete tank, primarily due to visual impacts. A buried concrete
tank also offers other significant benefits. Buried concrete tanks have a very long service
life with minimal maintenance. The buried tank also tempers water temperature, thereby
eliminating extremely cold water in winter and warm water in summer. The preferred
tank site would provide the appropriate elevations for a buried concrete tank to provide
adequate pressures to the areas of anticipated development
The development areas assumed in this study were located west and north of town, as
shown on Figure I-1. The serviceable portion of this area consists of terrain that slopes
from an elevation of 4,650 feet to an elevation of approximately 4,850 feet. This area is
an undeveloped area of land between the town and a planned county subdivision.
Development in this area includes two existing subdivisions and plans for several future
developments. Current planning is underway to construct two new subdivisions in the
studied area. One plan is to construct a subdivision west of the golf course, along Dump
Draw. The other planned subdivision is to border the eastern limits of an existing county
subdivision. This subdivision will be in the county and will not be serviced from the
proposed system; however, all lands located east of the subdivision are planned to be
serviceable by the town’s water system.
The elevation of the proposed tank site needed to be high enough to construct a tank to
adequately service the anticipated development areas and the existing subdivisions. The
highest elevation of the proposed tank was limited by the elevation of the existing water
storage tank, near the water treatment plant and the pipeline head losses. The base
elevation of this water tank is 5,064 feet. The operating level of the proposed tank was
set to be below this elevation. Head losses in the supply piping were expected to be
approximately 40 feet. Therefore, the maximum elevation of the proposed tank had to be
below 5,024 feet. To service the anticipated growth areas to as high an elevation as the
system would allow, it was assumed that a minimum pressure of 40 psi could be
maintained even when the tank was empty. The bottom elevation of the tank would
establish the maximum elevation serviceable.
A parcel of land, owned by Mrs. Margaret Barker, was found to meet the elevation
requirements of the proposed tank. This parcel of land is an area that has been separated
from Mrs. Barker’s other holdings by the realignment of a portion of French Creek Road,
as shown on Figure I-1, Proposed Project.
This site would allow constructing a tank with a maximum water surface of
approximately 5,020 feet. In a meeting with Mr. Tom Barker, Mrs. Barker’s Son, he
indicated that the land could be sold to the Town at appraisal value.
This tank location has several important advantages, which include the following:
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•

The site meets elevation requirements.

•

The Town can acquire ownership of the tank site.

•

The site provides suitable terrain to easily bury the proposed tank.

•

Construction staging can be entirely on the tank site.

•

The site is adjacent to a large drainage, minimizing the length of overflow piping.
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B. MODELING
Computer modeling has been used to evaluate the Town of Buffalo’s water distribution
system. The modeling was used to evaluate the potential effects the proposed tank had
on the distribution system and to size the transmission pipelines. Haestad’s Method’s
WaterCAD computer software was used to perform the model analysis.
Existing Model
In 1989, Nelson Engineering developed a computer model of Buffalo’s water distribution
system. Actual meter records and field observations were made to produce this model.
This model was updated during several subsequent projects for the Town of Buffalo,
including a project in 2000 to evaluate modifications to the 750,000 gallon water storage
tank. Upgrades to the actual distribution system and current day and future water usage
demands were incorporated into the 2000 version of the model to establish the model for
this study.
Population Projection and Demands
Current day demands for the year 2002 were calculated from observations and records
provided by the Town of Buffalo. A five day period, from July 2, 2002 to July 7, 2002
was used to calculate the maximum daily usage for the Town. During this period, the
water treatment plant experienced a demand that required the full 3.5 MGD capacity.
The plant ran at this capacity for nearly the entire period. Tank level observations and
plant effluent records were used to calculate the maximum day demand to be modeled. A
system demand curve was constructed to develop peaking factors that would be imposed
on the model to represent the cyclic demands for the five day period. The same peaking
factors were used to evaluate possible future demands.
Population projections were based on an assumption of 1.5% annual growth rate. This
rate of growth has been supported by historic rates of growth of Buffalo. The present
(2002) population of Buffalo has been estimated to be approximately 4,000 people, by
the Town of Buffalo. These criteria were used to estimate the population for the 20 year
design period. The population and demand projections for the 20 year study period are
presented below. Detailed demand calculations are presented in Appendix A –
Population and Demand Projections. If the Town grows at faster or slower growth rates,
the population projections are the important criteria that were involved in conceptual
design.
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FIG. 1-1 POPULATION AND DEMAND PROJECTIONS

Year
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Total Projected Max. Day
Water Demand
At 1.5% Annual Growth Rate
MGD
gpm
3.66
2541.67
3.7149
2597.58
3.7706
2654.73
3.8272
2713.13
3.8846
2772.82
3.9429
2833.83
4.0020
2896.17
4.0620
2959.89
4.1230
3025.00
4.1848
3091.55
4.2476
3159.57
4.3113
3229.08
4.3760
3300.12
4.4416
3372.72
4.5082
3446.92
4.5758
3522.75
4.6445
3600.25
4.7142
3679.46
4.7849
3760.41
4.8566
3843.13
4.9295
3927.68

Projected Population
At 1.5% Annual
Growth Rate
People
4000
4060
4121
4183
4245
4309
4374
4439
4506
4574
4642
4712
4782
4854
4927
5001
5076
5152
5229
5308
5387

MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING MODEL
To model the addition of the proposed storage tank, two transmission mains, pressure
reducing valves, and a tank were added to the existing model. Demand nodes were added
to the model to represent growth in the anticipated development area of Town. Nine
demand nodes were added and demands were imposed on them to represent the expected
growth. All of the calculated demand increases were placed equally on the nine new
nodes. This assumes that all future growth will occur in this area.
MODEL ANALYSIS
Model analyses were performed on the modified model to simulate the water demands of
different population throughout the 20 year design period. The water demands for
populations of 4,000, 4,183, 4,245, 4,309, 4,439, 4,506, 4,574, 4,642, 4,782, 5,001, 5,229
and 5,387 people were modeled. Results of these model analyses are presented in the
attached notebook for Appendix C – Model Analyses.
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The model analyses were used to evaluate the storage requirements, peak water demand
values, and system improvements required to provide adequate water supply to meet the
Town’s current and future water supply needs.
The model analysis for a projected population of 5,387 indicated the required peaking
storage would be 1.35 million gallons. Transmission pipeline sizes and routes to
incorporate the proposed tank into the Town’s existing system were also determined from
these analyses.
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C. TANK SIZING
The criterion for sizing water storage tanks includes consideration of three factors. These
three factors are fire protection storage, peaking storage, and emergency storage. These
factors are discussed below and the optimum storage for the Town of Buffalo is
recommended.
Fire Protection Storage
Fire protection storage is determined by the desired rate and duration of flow, and
supply available. The minimum recommended fire flow criteria for a town the
size of Buffalo is 2,000 gpm for a duration of two hours. For facilities such as
schools, motels, and restaurants, higher fire flows of at least 4,000 gpm for a
duration of four hours are recommended. The amount of water that needs to be
supplied from storage is the difference between the total treated water entering the
system and the total necessary to meet fire flow.
Emergency Storage
The design criterion for emergency storage is to provide a storage volume equal
to the average daily water demand in the event of a water treatment system
shutdown. This would provide the town with one day water supply during the
shutdown. For the Town of Buffalo, the average daily demand at the end of the
20-year study period would be 2.4 million gallons.
Peaking Storage
Peaking storage supplies the difference between the peak day demand and the
water supply. The peaking storage is added to the emergency storage because
peak demands should not be drawn from emergency storage. Modeling of the
distribution system was used determine the amount of peaking storage required.
The peaking storage requirements determined from the modeling are
approximately 1.35 million gallons.
Combined Storage
Combined storage is the total storage required for fire, emergency and peaking
storages. This study assumed that fire flows could be maintained by the
emergency storage of the system. It was assumed that a major fire would not
occur at the same time that the water treatment plant is out of service. The
combined storage for the Town is the total storage required for emergency and
peaking storage. This is equal to the total combined storage required at the end of
the study period minus the available storage of the existing water storage tanks.
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This study assumes that combined storage requirements at the end of the study period are
coupled with phased upgrades to the capacity of the water treatment facilities during this
period. These upgrades are discussed later in the report.
The size of the proposed tank would have enough capacity to service the Town with
adequate storage at the end of the 20 year design period. It was determined that at the
end of the design period the Town would require a total of 2.4 million gallons of
emergency and fire protection storage, and approximately 1.35 million gallons for
peaking storage. The total required storage is 3.75 million gallons at the end of the
design period. The two existing storage tanks provide 1.35 million gallons of storage;
therefore, 2.4 million gallons of storage is required of the proposed tank. The standard
tank size nearest the required storage requirements is 2.5 million gallons. It is
recommended that a 2.5 million gallon storage tank be constructed.
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D. TRANSMISSION MAINS
The recommended tank location would require the installation of two transmission mains,
as shown on Figure I-1, Proposed Project. One main would be the supply line from the
existing system to the proposed tank. The second line would supply water from the tank
into the distribution system in the north part of town. Both lines would also be used to
supply the anticipated growth area, and could be looped to increase the service
capabilities in the anticipated growth area.
SIZING
The size of the transmission mains were developed to accommodate the maximum flows
expected. The largest flows occur at the end of the 20-yr design period, when expansion
and demand is maximized.
The size of the transmission line from the existing system to the proposed tank is based
on the pressure drop available from the existing storage tank to the proposed tank during
filling. To limit pressure drop through the proposed piping to the available head, flow
velocities were minimized to reduce head loss to acceptable ranges. The model indicated
that the maximum flows occurred during periods of tank filling. These flows were found
to be approximately 2,500 gpm (4.0 MGD). To maintain the available pressure drop
during this period, an 18-inch pipe is required.
The supply main from the tank to the distribution system at the north end of town was
sized to provide adequate fire flows to town. Modeling a 4,000 gpm fire flow in town
produced flows from the proposed tank in excess of 3,000 gpm. With the available
pressure supplied by the tank, a 16” pipeline was adequate to supply this flow, and is
recommended. Normal flows during a maximum day demand period are approximately
1,400 gpm, and the 16” pipeline was adequate to supply these flows under normal
conditions.
Transmission lines from the proposed 16-inch supply main to the two existing
subdivisions were needed to increase fire protection capabilities. Fire flows of 2,000
gpm were modeled in the subdivisions for a period of 2 hours. To accommodate the
resultant flows, 10-inch mains are recommended.
ROUTING
The routing of the proposed transmission lines was coordinated with landowners, future
development plans, system requirements and the Town’s preferences.
The proposed 18-inch transmission main route to the proposed tank connects to the
existing 18-inch main on the west side of town, as shown on Figure I-1, Proposed
Project. The connection point would be made approximately 1,700 feet upstream of an
existing 14-inch pressure reducing valve. It was decided to maintain a considerable
distance between the proposed connection and the existing PRV station. It was a concern
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that the proposed PRV station on the transmission main and the existing PRV station
would interact and cause them to malfunction.
The preferred route for the 18-inch transmission main would cross at least three
landowners. The known landowners are Mr. John Arno, Mr. Tom Barker, and Mr. Gary
Garland. Meetings were conducted with Mr. Arno and Mr. Barker to inform them of the
possible route. Contact with Mr. Garland has been made. All landowners agreed that
they would allow pipeline easements for the proposed route. A subdivision on Mr.
Barker’s land has been approved and is being planned. The proposed route
accommodates these plans and Mr. Barker’s requests.
The 16-inch supply line from the tank to town has been routed to be installed in the
French Creek Road right-of-way, and on Mr. Barker’s land. The supply line would
connect into the existing system at the intersection of two 12” mains in DeSmet Avenue
and Mathers Street, as shown on Figure I-1, Proposed Project.
The 10-inch supply lines to the Eagle Summit subdivision would be installed in an
existing gravel road. The 10-inch supply line to the North Ridge subdivision would be
installed through lands owned by the Town.
PRESSURE REDUCING STATIONS
Installation of pressure reducing stations would be required to establish pressure zones
and to maintain existing pressure zones of the town. Four stations would be required
with the tank and transmission mains, and future stations will be required as development
occurs. A typical pressure reducing station is shown on Figure I-2. The components of
the stations are indicated on the drawing.
Two pressure reducing (PRV) stations are recommended for the 16-inch supply line to
town. PRV Station #1, as shown on Figure I-2, PRV Station Typical Drawing, would
contain three pressure reducing valves. The three valves would be required to cover the
expected flow ranges from minimal flows at night, to a 4,000 gpm fire flow in town. The
sizes of the three valves are: a 10-inch, a 6-inch and a 2-inch. This station would create
a pressure zone adequate to service the Eagle Summit and North Ridge subdivisions and
future expansion between the approximate elevations of 4,700 and 4,800 feet.
PRV Station #2, as shown on Figure I-2, PRV Station Typical Drawing, contains a 10inch and a 6-inch pressure reducing valves. This station reduces the pressure of tank
supplied water to a hydraulic grade equal to the hydraulic grade of the towns’ system
main pressure zone.
PRV Station #3, near the connection point of the 18-inch transmission main, will include
a 12-inch pressure reducing valve. By reducing pressure near the connection point,
multiple services can be tapped to the transmission main without the need for individual
pressure reducing stations on each tap.
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The existing pump station serving the North Ridge subdivision would be replaced with a
PRV station. This station would provide a pressure drop from the high pressure zone
required to service the subdivision to a lower pressure equal to that of the existing
system.
PRV Station 1 and 2 and the pump station modified to a PRV station would also include
a pressure relief valve. The valves would operate if the downstream system pressure
exceeds the set pressure of the valve. Water would be released from the system to
maintain the design maximum pressure in the downstream zone. The operation of these
valves would reduce the risk of damaging or bursting piping, caused from excessive
pressures.
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E. RESULTS
The results of the work described above were used to develop a conceptual design of a
buried concrete tank and transmission piping. This conceptual design meets the storage
requirements for the 20 year study period, only if additional system improvements are
made. It was assumed that during the study period, improvements and modifications
would be performed on the water treatment plant to increase capacity. The tank size
presented in the conceptual design with the existing system would be adequate for a
period of approximately five years or to a population of approximately 4,309 people. At
this time, modifications to the water treatment will be required. Pre-treatment facilities
could be added to the treatment plant to increase its capacity to nearly 4.0 MGD. If these
modifications were made, the system would then meet the needs of the Town until
approximately the year 2012 or a population of approximately 4,642 people. At this
time, expansion of the water treatment plant appears inevitable.
The water treatment plant was originally designed with the fore thought of expansion.
This would make it possible to easily expand the plant to produce 6.0 MGD. An
additional supply line would be required to convey the higher flows of the treatment plant
to town. The transmission lines presented in the conceptual design of this study would be
adequate for these flows. This expansion and the improvements presented above would
meet the system requirements beyond the study period.
Figure I-4, Expected Life of Recommended Improvements, shows the population when
the recommended system upgrades would be required.
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Figure I-4 Expected Life of Recommended Improvements
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II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
TANK
The proposed construction of a buried concrete tank was recommended. The concrete
tank has an extremely long life with minimal maintenance requirements, and the
capability to temper the water temperatures. A 2.5 million gallon tank would be required
to meet the storage requirements at the end of the 20 year design period. The tank site
discussed in Section I of this report would allow a maximum water surface elevation of
5,015 feet, and the 25 feet tank height sets the tank bottom at an elevation of 4,995 feet.
The inlet and outlet piping for the proposed tank, as shown on Figure II-1, Proposed
Tank Plan, is intended to improve circulation of water in the tank. The inlet piping
discharges into the tank near the middle of the tank height. There are three discharge
pipes to distribute the flow over a greater area in the tank. On the opposite side, three
outlet pipes supply the transmission mains with water taken from the bottom of the tank.
Check valves have been included on the exterior piping to control flow direction. During
periods of tank filling, inflow from the 18-inch transmission main flows to the inlet side
of the tank. In periods of draining, all flows out of the tank are taken from the outlet side,
and divided into the 16-inch and 18-inch transmission mains. This eliminates possible
stagnation caused by having one inflow and outflow line. This also allows the town to
loop the transmission mains to increase serviceability. A by-pass connection would also
be constructed between the 18-inch and 16-inch transmission mains to allow the tank to
be taken out of service for maintenance or repair.
PIPING
The recommended tank location requires two water transmission mains. An 18-inch
main west of town and a 16-inch main from the tank to the distribution system in the
north part of town would supply water to and from the tank. Approximately 11,500
lineal feet of 18-inch pipe, as shown Figure II-2, Plan and Profile of 18” Main, and
approximately 8,900 lineal feet of 16-inch pipe, as shown on Figure II-3, Plan and Profile
of 16” Main, would be required to connect the tank to the Town’s existing system.
Approximately 1,600 feet of 10-inch piping would be required to service the North Ridge
and Eagle Summit subdivisions.
Two road bores were anticipated for the construction of the supply piping. One road bore
would be for the 18-inch transmission main crossing US Highway 16. The second road
bore would be for the 10-inch Eagle Summit subdivision supply line crossing French
Creek Road.

PRESSURE REDUCING STATIONS
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The construction of three pressure reducing (PRV) stations, and converting an existing
pump station into a pressure reducing station, as shown on Figure I-2, PRV Station
Typical Drawing, would be required for the proposed project.
PRV Station #1 is a pressure reducing station on the 16-inch transmission main that
consists of three pressure reducing valves. A 10-inch, a 6-inch and a 2-inch pressure
reducing valve are required for this station to cover a wide range of flows, from very
minimal flows during low demand periods, to flows in excess of 3,000 gpm during fires.
This station also includes an 8-inch pressure relief valve to relieve pressure and reduce
the risk of potentially damaging excessive system pressures. This PRV Station creates a
pressure drop to provide desirable pressures to service future and existing development
between the elevations of approximately 4,700 and 4,800 feet.
PRV Station #2 is another pressure reducing station on the 16-inch transmission main to
create a pressure drop from the pressures created by PRV Station #1 to the Town’s
existing system pressures. This station contains a 10-inch and a 6-inch pressure reducing
valve. A pressure relief valve is included in this station to reduce the possibility of
excessive pressures in the Town’s existing distribution system. Incorporation of a
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system for this PRV Station is
discussed below.
PRV Station #3 consists of a 12-inch pressure reducing valve on the 18-inch transmission
main. This station creates a pressure drop from the system pressures created by the water
treatment plant to adequate pressures to supply the tank and future development.
Constructing this PRV Station near the connection point of the 18-inch transmission main
is recommended to allow connections of services on the entire length of the transmission
main. A pressure relief valve is not required for this station. The tank’s overflow will
establish the maximum water height in the tank and the water will spill if excessive
pressures are encountered. This PRV Station should also include a SCADA system and
is discussed below.
The existing pump station serving the North Ridge subdivision would be converted to a
PRV Station. The pressures established in the 16-inch transmission main would be
adequate to service this subdivision. The need for the pump station is eliminated, but a
pressure drop is required between the subdivision and the Town’s existing system. A 6inch pressure reducing valve is adequate to perform this function. Modifications to the
pump station’s existing piping would allow the installation of the pressure reducing
valve.
The existing pump station serving the Eagle Summit subdivision would be eliminated
entirely.

FLOW METER
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Monitoring flows to the proposed tank would provide a way for the Town to track its
water usage. Installing a flow meter on the 18-inch transmission would allow the Town
to monitor flows to the proposed tank. Installation of this flow meter near PRV Station
#3 would allow it to be connected to the SCADA system to be installed in that station.
SCADA
The town currently uses a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system to
monitor and control certain components in the distribution system. Incorporation of
certain elements in the proposed project would be beneficial to the Town. Four
components of the proposed system of greatest benefit are the proposed tank, PRV
Station #2, PRV Station #3 and the proposed flow meter. The SCADA system of the
proposed system would be compatible with the Town’s existing SCADA system.

Including a SCADA system with the proposed tank would allow the Town to remotely
monitor the water levels in the tank. Alarms would be included with this system to warn
operators of an emergency. The capability to monitor the tank levels would allow
operators to adjust the water levels, and reduce the risk of stagnation.
A SCADA system installed on PRV Station #3 would allow operators to control flows to
the tank. Remote operation of the PRV settings could be used to stop flow to the tank,
forcing it to operate in periods of low demands and increase flow for tank filling.
Adjusting tank levels during different times of the year would adjust the storage volumes
depending on the requirements of the town’s system. This SCADA system could also be
connected to the proposed flow meter to monitor the flows being supplied to the tank.
PRV Station #2 would require SCADA. The Town currently uses the SCADA system to
control the operation of the existing south tank. This is done by adjusting PRV settings
which adjust the operating pressures of the distribution system and control the operation
of the existing tank. It would be necessary to control the incoming pressure supplied by
the proposed tank to be equal to the system pressures in town.
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III. COST ESTIMATE

III. COST ESTIMATES
INTRODUCTION
The Town of Buffalo currently has a water storage capacity of 1.35 million gallons,
provided by two existing water tanks. Not all of the available storage capacity is used
because some of the volumes of the existing tank near the water treatment plant are used
for chlorine contact time. In recent years, the Town has experienced difficulty in
providing adequate supply and pressures during periods of high demand. To address this
problem, conceptual design for a proposed water storage tank were presented in Section
II. A new 2.5 million gallon tank and transmission mains are proposed. Below is a
discussion of the construction cost estimates for the proposed system.
CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATES
Cost estimates to construct the proposed facilities have been developed using the WWDC
standard format. A summary of costs for each component of the recommended
improvements is outlined below, and detailed cost estimates are attached in Appendix B
– Cost Detail. An economic analysis of the proposed project is presented in Section V.
Cost of Project Components
Item
No.
Item
1
Mobilization
2
10" PVC Pipe and Fittings
3
16' PVC Pipe and Fittings
4
18" PVC Pipe and Fittings
5
Concrete Tank Complete
6
PRV Station #1
7
PRV Station #2
8
PRV Station #3
9
Pump Station to PRV Sta.
10
18" Flow Meter
11
Road Bores

Unit
LS
LF
LF
LF
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LF

Est.
Quantity
1
1600
8900
11500
1
1
1
1
1
1
320

Unit
Price
$300,000.00
$33.60
$47.25
$52.50
$1,589,443.00
$35,031.50
$42,106.50
$34,260.00
$7,527.50
$25,000.00
$275.00

Total
$300,000.00
$53,760.00
$420,525.00
$603,750.00
$1,589,443.00
$35,031.50
$42,106.50
$34,260.00
$7,527.50
$25,000.00
$88,000.00

Construction Cost Subtotal #1
Engineering Costs = CCS #1 x 10%
Subtotal #2
Contingency = Subtotal #2 x 15%
Construction Cost Total
Preparation of Final Design and Specifications
Permitting and Mitigation
Legal Fees
Acquisition of Access and Rights of Way

$3,199,403.50
$319,940.35
$3,519,343.85
$527,901.58
$4,047,245.43
$242,834.73
$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$10,000.00

Project Cost Total
Use

$4,304,080.15
$4,305,000.00
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
To satisfy funding requirements, an environmental report is required. Work is currently
underway to satisfy these requirements. Gregg Johnson of Western Ecosystems
Technologies, Inc. is currently preparing the environmental report.

V. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

V. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
A conceptual design was presented in Section II and cost estimates for the proposed
components of a Level II project were outlined in Section III. The economic analysis
includes a description of funding sources and the amount of costs the Town would be
responsible for.
FUNDING SOURCES
As a part of its water resource program, the WWDC assists municipalities with planning
future water supply needs and improvements to existing systems. The master plans
authorized by the WWDC provide a framework for communities to establish priorities
and to perform financial planning to meet their water supply objectives. When
interactive planning between the WWDC and a community is completed, the WWDC
also provides financial assistance in the form of grants and loans for construction of
water supply and storage components of the improvements. The economic analysis
includes identifying funding sources that may assist with water distribution, treatment
and other water supply needs.
WWDC
The WWDC carries out the State of Wyoming’s commitment to developing its water
resources. The construction program focuses on water supply and storage needs. For the
Town of Buffalo, costs for constructing storage tanks and transmission mains are eligible
for financing.
The current WWDC policy is to fund new construction projects with a grant for 50% of
the total project costs, and a loan for the remaining 50%. A typical loan term may be 20
to 30 years, with an interest rate equal to that offered by the Farm Loan Board, currently
6.00%.
The WWDC may consider alternative grant/loan ratios and interest rates where the
median family income in the community falls below the state median family income.
The cost of water service in comparison to other Wyoming communities may also be
taken into account.
WYOMING STATE REVOLVING FUND PROGRAM
The Wyoming Safe Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Program authorizes loan
funding for state, counties, municipalities, joint powers boards and water/improvement
districts. Monies are now available for funding projects to install or upgrade water
treatment facilities, water line replacement or extension, new water supply systems, water
source development/rehabilitation to replace contaminated sources, and installation or
replacement of storage facilities or transmission lines.
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The Town of Buffalo has approached the SRF about eligibility. The Town has been
declared eligible and is currently on the SRF’s Intended Use Plan. This plan would serve
the purpose of providing a loan to the Town for 50% of the design and construction costs
of the proposed project with a current interest rate of 2.5% to be applied over a 20 year
loan.
ABILITY TO PAY
The Town of Buffalo has decided to repay the proposed loan without increasing water
rates to the users.
RECOMMENDATIONS
This project qualifies as a new construction project with the WWDC. New construction
projects are presently funded with 50% grant and 50% loan. An SRF loan with an
interest rate of 2.5% for a 20 year period is recommended to fund the 50% of the
construction costs. With these funding conditions, the annual payment for the Town of
Buffalo would be as follows:

Total Project Estimated Cost

$ 4,305,000

50% Loan Amount

$ 2,152,500

Annual Payment @ 2.5% for 20 years

$ 138,076.69
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VI. SUMMARY

VI. SUMMARY
This report presents the findings of a Level II water storage tank study for the Town of
Buffalo. This study develops a preferred alternative for expanding the Town’s current
water storage capacity. The study was conducted for the Town of Buffalo under
direction and funding of the Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) by
States West Water Resources Corporation in association with Western Ecosystems
Technologies, Inc.

A. LEVEL II INVESTIGATION
In recent past years the Town of Buffalo has experienced difficulty in meeting peak daily
demands without depleting the existing storage. The Town has also experienced
difficulty in maintaining pressures and adequate fire flows in the north portions of town.
New development in the north portion of Town has been served only with pump stations
without adequate fire protection. The logical growth of the Town is in this area, and the
need for additional storage has become evident.
To correct the storage deficiencies, a potential storage tank site was identified west of
town. A land owner is willing to sell a parcel of land to the Town that has many benefits
for the construction of a water storage tank. This parcel of land provides a site that meets
elevation requirements and provides suitable terrain for the construction of a buried
concrete tank. It was proposed to construct a buried concrete tank on this parcel of land.
Computer modeling of the Town’s water distribution system was performed to determine
the current and future needs of the Town. Current day demands were calculated from
information form the Town’s existing water storage tanks and water treatment plant. A
previously developed model was updated to represent the actual operation of the
distribution system. Population and demands were projected for a 20 year design period.
These demands were imposed on the model to determine the future water storage needs
of the Town.
The proposed tank was sized to provide adequate water storage for the 20 year design
period. At the end of the 20 year design period, the total storage requirements were
determined to be 3.75 million gallons. This storage was adequate to meet the emergency,
peaking, and fire protection storage, required at the end of the 20 year design period. The
additional storage recommended would be 2.5 million gallons.
Transmission mains were evaluated to supply the proposed tank and distribute stored
water to needing areas of the Town and to service future development west and north of
town.

B. Conceptual Design
A conceptual design was developed for the proposed system.
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A new storage tank of about 2.5 million gallons is needed to obtain a total storage
capacity of 3.75 million gallons. This would provide sufficient storage for emergency
storage and future demands, and provide additional fire protection for the existing
system. A storage tank located west of Buffalo could also be used to serve future
development in an area of logical development. A buried concrete tank was
recommended with an 18-inch transmission main connecting the existing distribution
system and the tank, and a 16-inch transmission main connecting the tank to the north
portion of the distribution system.
It was proposed that pressure reducing valves be installed on the transmission mains to
provide service to areas not presently served without the use of pump stations and to
allow the proposed storage tank to function properly with the existing system.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems were proposed to be
installed on certain components of the proposed system to allow operators to remotely
control and monitor the function of the proposed system.

C. Cost Estimate
The cost estimate for the proposed construction is $4,305,000.

D. Environmental Report
An environmental report is currently being prepared to satisfy funding requirements for
the recommended funding agencies.

E. Economic Analysis
A grant may be available from the WWDC to provide funding for 50% of the proposed
project’s cost. The remaining 50% of the project cost can be obtained from loans.
The Town of Buffalo is listed on the State Safe Drinking Water State Revolving Fund’s
Intended Use Plan. This would provide the Town with a loan to pay 50% of the
construction costs, matching grants provided by the WWDC. The current interest rate for
the SRF loan is 2.5% for a 20 year loan. The Town prefers not to increase water users’
rates to pay for the construction of the proposed project.
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Appendix A

Population and Demand Projections

Appendix B

Cost Detail

